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Executive summary
The central city safer speeds project is part of the Let’s Get Wellington Moving (LGWM) early delivery
programme. The priorities for the early delivery programme are making travel by bus to and through the
central city faster and more reliable, and creating a better environment for people walking and on bikes.
Setting safer speed limits in the central city is an important first step. It will help create a more pleasant,
liveable central city, and make a start on moving more people with fewer vehicles by encouraging more
people to walk and bike instead of using private motor vehicles.
This case for change is presented in three parts:




Safety and speed, which covers the background policy, context and evidence for change
Liveability, which covers the economic, health and accessibility benefits to the city
Central city, which defines the problem for the central area.

Road safety is a key focus area for the central and local government, as defined in the Government Policy
Statement (GPS) 2018. The GPS calls for improvements to the top 10% of roads where further speed
management would likely reduce deaths and serious injuries. Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency has
developed a Speed Management Guide and accompanying tool to assist road controlling authorities (RCAs)
to identify where to focus efforts. This tool identifies streets and roads in the central city as being in the top
10% of death and serious injury-saving network sections for Wellington City.
At a regional level, Wellington’s Regional Land Transport Programme (2015) has a vision of delivering a
safer system for all users of the regional transport network.
Wellington’s central city is the economic and cultural heart of the region and has some of the highest pedestrian
volumes in New Zealand. The speed that vehicles travel through Wellington has negative impacts on ambient
noise, air quality, perception of safety and how people choose to move about the city.
The majority of residents in the central city already mainly get about on foot. With the predicted increase in
people living in the central city area there is a need to make streets more pedestrian friendly and safer and
easier for people on bikes – lowering the speed limits will help achieve this.
The central city area has experienced an average of seven deaths or serious injuries per year over the last
decade. This trend is likely to continue with expected population and employment growth if we don’t make some
changes to our streets.
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Part 1: Safety and speed
1.1

Background

1.1.1 Let’s Get Wellington Moving
Let’s Get Wellington Moving (LGWM) is a joint initiative between Wellington City Council, Greater
Wellington Regional Council, and Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency (the Transport Agency).
LGWM seeks to develop an integrated transport system that supports the community’s aspirations
for how Wellington City will look, feel and function. Our vision is a great harbour city, accessible to
all, with attractive places, shared streets, and efficient local and regional journeys.

1.1.2 Early delivery workstream
The early delivery workstream is tasked with developing and implementing the parts of the LGWM
programme that can be progressed more quickly than the more complex components of the wider
investment programme.
Our strategic approach is to move more people with fewer vehicles. This means providing attractive
alternatives to individual car travel through better public transport, walking and cycling. The central
city speed review project is one of the early delivery projects. Lower speeds can contribute to mode
shift by making walking and cycling safer and more pleasant.

1.2

Policy context
Road safety is a key focus area for central and local government, both in the shorter term through
the 2015–18 National Land Transport Programme, and in the longer term. Central government
recognises that managing speed on the road network is crucial to reducing deaths and serious
injuries (DSIs) because the results of all crashes are strongly influenced by speed.

1.2.1 National level
Improving the safety of the transport network is a key priority in the Government Policy Statement
(GPS) on Land Transport (2018). The GPS signals the need for a focus on safety to reduce deaths
and serious injuries and recognises the role of safe and appropriate speeds in a safe land transport
system.
In particular, the GPS 2018 supports investment to accelerate the implementation of the Speed
Management Guide, and calls for improvements to the top 10% of roads where further speed
management would likely reduce DSIs as quickly as possible. The Transport Agency has developed
the Speed Management Guide, and accompanying tool to assist road controlling authorities (RCAs)
to identify where best to concentrate efforts.

1.2.2 Regional level
At a regional level, Wellington’s Regional Land Transport Programme (2015) has a vision of
delivering a safer system for all users of the regional transport network. An ongoing reduction in
serious and fatal crashes is sought with the long-term goal of a transport system free of fatalities.
The programme also has a goal to reduce the number of cyclists and pedestrians killed and seriously
injured by at least 50% over the next decade.
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1.2.3 Safer Speeds Programme
The Safer Speeds Programme is the central government’s approach to speed management under
the Safer Journeys strategy. The Safer Speeds Programme includes the Speed Management Guide,
which is intended to help road controlling authorities manage speed and increase safety on their
networks.
Under the Land Transport Act 1998, the power to manage speed and set speed limits is given to
RCAs such as Wellington City Council for local roads, and the Transport Agency for state highways.
The Land Transport Rule: Setting of Speed Limits 2017 establishes procedures and requirements
whereby RCAs may set enforceable speed limits on roads within their jurisdictions.
The Land Transport Rule formalises the approach to speed management in the Speed Management
Guide. In particular, it:




requires the Transport Agency to provide guidance on and information about speed
management to RCAs
requires RCAs to set speed limits that are, in the RCA’s view, safe and appropriate
encourages a consistent approach to speed management throughout New Zealand.

The Land Transport Rule sets out factors that RCAs must consider when reviewing and setting
speed limits. When reviewing speed limits, RCAs must consider Transport Agency guidance, the
function and use of the road, the crash risk for all road users, the characteristics of the road and
surrounding land uses, traffic volume, any planned modification to the road, and the views of
interested people and groups.
When proposing and setting speed limits, RCAs must consult with the community and other
interested parties, take into account submissions received, set speed limits that are, in the RCAs
view, safe and appropriate, and aim to achieve a mean operating speed less than 10% above the
posted speed limit.

1.3

Evidence on safety and speed
RCAs can use a variety of environmental, social, and legal tools to reduce road injuries and fatalities.
These tools can be used to reduce the likelihood of crashes between road users, reduce the
likelihood that crashes will result in an injury or fatality, or both.
Several studies have demonstrated that speed is the single most important factor in the safety of a
street, and is directly proportional to the risk of pedestrian or cyclist fatality in cases of conflict
(Rosen & Sander, 2009, Tefft, 2013). Figure 1 shows that with a vehicle impact speed of 50k m/h,
more than half of pedestrians will die or be seriously injured, whereas at 30km/h only about one in 10
pedestrians will die or be seriously injured. Besides speed, the other main factor influencing risk of
death is the age of the pedestrian involved; the young and old are much likely to be killed or
seriously injured when hit by a vehicle (Kroyer, 2015).
Lower speeds also reduce the odds of crashes occurring because at lower speeds, drivers have
more time to respond to and avoid collisions. Figure 2 shows vehicle stopping distances at different
speeds, assuming an average driver in a car with good tyres and dry conditions. When travelling at
30km/h, an average car will need 32 metres to stop, whereas at 50km/h, an average car will need 63
metres to stop.
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Figure 1: Estimated probability of pedestrian serious injury or fatality by vehicle impact speed
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Figure 2: Vehicle stopping distances in dry conditions
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Figure 3: Pedestrian injury and posted speed limit

Pedestrian injury and posted speed limit

Source: Authors, using data from Kroyer (2015)

While it is the key factor in determining pedestrian fatalities, RCAs cannot control crash impact speeds
directly, but instead control operating speeds through speed limits, changes to the physical road
environment, and speed enforcement measures. Therefore, it is advantageous to understand the
relationship between posted speed limits and crash outcomes to estimate the potential impact of speed
limit reductions on crash severity.
London introduced nearly 400 20mph (32km/h) zones between 1991 and 2007. Along with reduced
speed limits, these zones include a variety of physical interventions which aren’t within the scope of this
project. The introduction of these 20mph zones was found to be effective in reducing traffic speeds to an
average of 17mph, an average reduction of 9mph. The introduction of 20mph zones also reduced the
number and severity of crashes. There was a 34% reduction in all injury crashes and a 38% reduction in
DSIs, relative to adjacent areas with no change. Injury crashes reduced for all modes (pedestrians,
cyclists, motorcyclists, and car occupants). The 20mph zones were particularly effective at reducing
injuries among younger children. 1 London’s experience demonstrates that introducing slow speed zones
in areas with high pedestrian volumes can be an effective means of reducing harm.
There is also some evidence that lower speeds are correlated with reduced crash severity in a New
Zealand context. Koorey (2011) examined the relationship between posted speed limits and crashes
involving pedestrian and cyclists over five years (2005–2010). Crashes involving pedestrians and cyclists
that occurred in an area with a speed limit of 50km/h had a lower proportion of DSIs, compared with
crashes in areas with higher speed limits.

1

Effect of 20mph traffic speed zones on road injuries in London, 1986-2006: controlled interrupted time series analysis.
Grundy et all 2009.
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1.4

Safer speeds in a Wellington context
Wellington City Council has introduced a number of safer speed areas to improve road safety. In 2008,
the Council reduced speed limits in Newtown from 50km/h to 40km/h. In 2010, 40km/h zones were
introduced along Oriental Parade and around the north end of the Miramar Peninsula. Between 2010 and
2016, 30km/h zones were introduced in 15 town centres across the city. A 30km/h speed limit was
introduced on the Golden Mile in 2010.
Figure 4: Reported injury crashes – 3 years before/after

Reported injury crashes – 3 years before/after

Analysis has been done to assess the impact on safety of the 30km/h zones in town centres in
Wellington. 2 For 10 town centres, injury crashes for three years before and three years after the 30km/h
zones were compared against each other. The number of injury crashes reduced by 53% for the three
years after the 30km/h zones were introduced, as compared to the three years before the intervention.
For surrounding areas where speed limits were not reduced, injury crashes reduced by 3% over the
same time period (Figure 4). A comparison of means suggests that the introduction of 30km/h speed
zones allowed for a 38% reduction in injury crashes, equivalent to 1.7 crashes per site over a three-year
period. This is equivalent to four injury crashes per year avoided across 10 town centres.

2 Crash data has been extracted from the Crash Analysis System (CAS). Data can be viewed at https://maphub.nzta.govt.nz/cas/
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Figure 5: Speeds in Aro Valley tow n centre
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Part 2: Liveability
2.1

Wellingtonians’ attitudes to road safety
In 2017 the Transport Agency surveyed the Wellington community as part of its Better Conversations on
Road Risk project.
Figure 6: Communities care about road safety

Source: NZTA, 2017
Better conversations on
road risk

People from Wellington have indicated they believe improving road safety is important and most don’t
believe enough is being done to address the causes of road safety problems. In the same survey only
18% of people in Wellington thought reducing the speeds would not be effective in supporting safer
choices on the transport network.
Figure 7: Safer choices are not alw ays supported

Source: NZTA, 2017
Better conversations
on road risk
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Figure 8: Perceived road risks
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People travelling too fast were identified as the second highest perceived road safety risk. Concern about
the speed of other road users is also one of the top five barriers to people riding their bike more often
(NZTA, Understanding attitudes and perceptions of cycling and walking, 2019).

2.2

Supporting a vibrant and accessible central city
Vehicle speeds affect city life in a number of ways. Noise, air quality, how the area looks and feels, and
the perception of tranquility and safety all have an influence on where people choose to live, where
street-facing businesses are established, how people move about, and where they relax and socialise.

2.2.1 Economic vibrancy
A lower-speed environment provides better conditions for outdoor dining, cafes, restaurants and
shopping. This is primarily related to the noise and visual impact of moving traffic , but it also relates to
people’s ability to easily and safely cross a street to reach a shop or eatery. Recently introduced slow
streets and shared streets in many cities, including Auckland, have seen retail activities flourish and
pedestrian numbers increase. When conditions for walking and spending time in a street improve,
businesses take note.

2.2.2 Noise and air quality
The positive impact of more people travelling with fewer vehicles on ambient noise and air quality has
been documented by the European Federation for Transport and Environment. A 30km/h speed limit
reduces noise on the street by three decibels, 10 cars travelling at 30km/h make approximately as much
noise as five travelling at 50km/h. When the speed limit is changed from 50km/h to 30km/h carbon
dioxide reduces by about 15%, nitrogen oxide reduces by about 40% and carbon monoxide reduces by
about 45%. The only exception is hydrocarbons which rise about 4%.
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2.2.3 Accessibility
A safer speed limit will help to make the central city more pleasant and appealing for everyone,
especially for people walking and riding bikes – helping make a start with our strategic aim to move more
people with fewer vehicles.
With lower speeds, people on bikes are more likely to be able to share the street with general traffic. With
the current absence of dedicated cycling facilities in the central city, lowering speeds is a first step in
increasing safety for people who already ride bikes, or would like to be able to make some trips by bike.
A safer speed is a low cost way of reducing risk, and the perception of risk for cyclists, which will
encourage more people to adopt this low carbon, healthy, congestion-friendly mode of transport.
Lower speeds also make walking an attractive option for more people, especially the elderly, parents with
young children and people with mobility challenges. These people can take longer to cross the road and
negotiate changes in levels, and may feel vulnerable alongside faster moving vehicles. Lower speeds
give them a better chance of moving comfortably and safely in our central city.
Most central city residents already get to work, education, recreation and social opportunities on foot. As
the city’s population grows, more and more people will live and work in the central city, increasing the
need for safer, pedestrian-friendly streets. Lower speeds are one way we can help create a more
pedestrian-friendly central city.
The central city already has lower speed areas. Parts of Lambton Quay and Willis Street have been
30km/h since 2006. The rest of the Golden Mile – Lambton Quay north of Panama Street, Manners
Street and Courtenay Place – became 30km/h in 2010. Extending our existing slow speed area to more
of the central city is a logical next step in delivering our vision and supporting the city’s growth.
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Part 3: Central city
3.1

The location
The central city has a mix of residential, commercial, retail and education activities. It is the primary
location of jobs in the city and wider region. It is a key regional hub for retail, entertainment, and food
services. The central city has the fastest growing population of any part of the city. The population grew
from 7000 residents in 1990 to 21,000 in 2013, and is expected to continue to grow substantially.
The central city is the heart of the region’s transport network. State Highway 1 runs through the central
city to the airport, and most of the region’s bus routes stop in the area. Data from the 2013 Census
shows over 80,000 people travel to the central city for work each day. Of these commuters, 45,000
people come from elsewhere in the city and 35,000 come from elsewhere in the region. People use a
variety of modes to get to work; 14% walk, 3% cycle, 17% take a bus, 22% take a train, and 44% drive.
One of the central city’s most attractive qualities is its compact form which encourages walking. The area
has the highest concentration of pedestrians in New Zealand, with over 20,000 pedestrians per day on
parts of the Golden Mile (Figure 9). These high pedestrian numbers reflect that walking is the main travel
mode choice for short trips in the central city, and is the key mode to move between employment, retail,
food and entertainment, and other activities in the area.
Central city residents have the lowest car ownership and car commuting rates in the city, with over 80%
of residents walking to work and 43% of households choosing not to own a car. Walking is also critical for
connections to the wider region; for example regional train passengers arrive at the edge of the central
city and most walk to their destinations.
Wellington’s central city has some of the highest pedestrian volumes in New Zealand and has
experienced an average of seven pedestrian DSIs per year over the last decade. The area also poses
risks for other users; on average, one cyclist and six vehicle occupants are killed or seriously injured
each year. With expected population and employment growth, we can anticipate increasing conflicts
between users, some of which will result in people being injured.
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Figure 9: Pedestrian density in central city

Source: Let’s Get Wellington Moving, 2017
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Figure 10: Posted speed limits

Source: Speed Management Framew ork assessment tool

Figure 10 shows the current speed limits in Wellington’s central city. Most roads in the central city have a
speed limit of 50km/h. State Highway 1 north of the Terrace Tunnel has a speed limit of 100km/h,
Oriental Parade has a speed limit of 40km/h, and the Golden Mile and some surrounding streets have a
speed limit of 30km/h.
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3.2

Safety overview
Figure 11 shows estimated mean operating speeds on roads in the central city. It shows most roads in
the central city have a mean operating speed of less than 35km/h. It is worth noting that these are
average speeds over 24 hours. Off-peak operating speeds are likely to be higher in areas where peak
speeds are influenced by congestion.
Roads that have higher mean operating speeds include:




55km/h or greater: Aotea Quay, SH1 north of Terrace Tunnel, SH1 Terrace Tunnel
40-44km/h: Karo Drive, Thorndon Quay
35–39km/h: Vivian Street, Jervois Quay, Murphy Street, Hobson Street, Bowen Street, Bolton
Street, The Terrace, Kent Terrace, Waterloo Quay

Figure 11: Current mean operating speeds

Source: Speed Management
Framew ork assessment tool (2019)
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Figure 12: Death and serious injury crash hot spots in Wellington’s central city

Source: Authors, using data
from NZTA (2019)

Figure 12 shows DSI crash hot spots in Wellington’s central city, representing the 305 DSI crashes
recorded from 2000 to 2017. It shows that DSI crashes tend to occur at intersections but are present on
most streets across the CBD (less so at the Thorndon end of the CBD).
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Figure 13 shows the distribution of all reported crashes for the central city from 2000 to 2017. There have
been over 7000 recorded crashes in the central city during that period. Crashes involving single or
multiple vehicles account for 85% of all crashes and crashes between motor vehicles and pedestrians or
cyclists account for 15% of all crashes. Crashes between pedestrians and cyclists acc ount for less than
1% of all crashes.
Figure 13: Distribution of reported crashes in the central city (2000 to 2017)

Source: Authors, using data from NZTA (2019)

Figure 13 also shows the distribution of crashes resulting in a DSI across modes for the central city.
From 2000 to 2017, there have been over 300 recorded DSI crashes in the central city. The data shows
that crashes involving pedestrians and people on bikes are much more likely to result in a
DSI compared with crashes between motor vehicles. While only 15% of recorded crashes involve a
pedestrian or cyclist, they account for over two thirds (67%) of all DSIs in the central city.
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Figure 14 shows annual DSIs in the central city by mode. It shows that the annual number of DSIs has
declined, driven by a decline in crashes between motor vehicles and pedestrians. Crashes between
motor vehicles and pedestrians have declined from an average of 10 per year between 2001 and 2005 to
an average of six per year between 2013 and 2017. Whilst this decline is an improvement, the risk to
vulnerable road users remains high.
Figure 14: Central city annual deaths and serious injuries by mode
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3.3

Safe and appropriate speeds
Figure 15 shows streets in Wellington’s central city where there would be a high benefit of further speed
management, as assessed in September 2018 by the Speed Management Framework assessment tool.
The highlighted road segments are in the top 10% of roads where further speed management would
likely reduce DSIs. The assessment tool categorises roads into two intervention classifications; engineer
up and challenging conversation.
The engineer up classification suggests investment to maintain the existing speed limit – no central area
road segment fall in this category. The challenging conversation classification suggests a strong safety
benefit associated with lowering the speed limit to align with the safe and appropriate speed. The name
challenging conversation is used to describe this intervention category because operating speeds are
typically considerably higher than the safe and appropriate speed. All identified road segments within
Wellington City have a classification of challenging conversation, with the exception of Hutt Road.

Figure 15: High benefit speed management: The Top 10% DSI saving netw ork sections

Source: Speed Management
Framew ork assessment tool (2019)
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To ‘ground truth’ the Speed Management Framework assessment we conducted an investigation to
determine the safe and appropriate speeds (SaAS) of the main streets in Wellington. In the table below
we have focused on the main streets we are consulting to change the speed of. It shows the current
speed and the indicated safe and appropriate speeds if there was nothing happening on or by these
roads, other than moving vehicles. It doesn’t take into account all the things we know happen near roads,
like people walking, crossing or cycling.

Section nam e

Current speed lim it
(km /h)

Technical SaAS
(km /h)

Boulcott Street

50

30

Bunny Street

50

40

Cuba Street one w ay

50

30

Cuba Street tw o w ay

50

40

Customhouse Quay slip

50

50

Dixon Street

50

50

Featherston Street

50

40

Ghuznee Street

50

30

Hunter Street

50

50

The Terrace

50

30

Tory Street north

50

50

Tory Street south

50

30

Victoria Street north

50

50

Victoria Street south

50

50

Wakefield Street

30

40

Whitmore Street

50

40

Willis Street one w ay

50

40

Willis Street tw o w ay

50

50
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However the second table (below) does take into account the things that happen near these roads, like
people walking, crossing or cycling. After incorporating these, the proposed safe and appropriate speeds
reduced.

Section nam e

Current speed lim it
(km /h)

Proposed speed
lim it (km /h)

Boulcott Street

50

30

Bunny Street

50

30

Cuba Street one w ay

50

30

Cuba Street tw o w ay

50

30/40

Customhouse Quay slip

50

30

Dixon Street

50

30/50

Featherston Street

50

40

Ghuznee Street

50

30/40

Hunter Street

50

30/40

The Terrace

50

30

Tory Street north

50

30

Tory Street south

50

30/40

Victoria Street north

50

30/40

Victoria Street south

50

40/50

Wakefield Street

30

30

Whitmore Street

50

30/40

Willis Street one w ay

50

40/50

Willis Street tw o w ay

50

30

According to this assessment the proposed safe and appropriate speeds would be a mix of 30km/h,
40km/h and 50km/h limits. We consider that having three different speed limits within a small urban area
would be confusing for drivers and is therefore undesirable. The high number of speed signs required (at
each location where drivers go from one speed limit to another) would also add visual clutter for
everyone and create additional obstacles on footpaths – this is particularly significant for people with
mobility impairments, parents with prams, and in areas of high pedestrian volumes.
To make things simpler for drivers a simple two speed (30km/h and 50km/h) limit approach is proposed.
The 30km/h limit is proposed to apply to local streets within the CBD and the 50km/h zone is proposed to
apply to key arterial roads. Maintaining the 50km/h speed limit along key arterials will encourage drivers
to choose these higher-ranking roads for through movements and to avoid rat-running along local
streets.
Local streets tend to be where ground-level commercial activities are concentrated, including cafes,
restaurants and shops. Reducing speeds will help reduce noise levels and improve air quality as well as
improving the perception of tranquility and safety. These attributes help make ground-level commercial
activities attractive and successful. Such commercial activities are what makes Wellington CBD a vibrant
place where people want to be, and they contribute to the city’s prosperity.
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